This paper describes basic study of sheet attitude during accelerated delivery of the nip transport mechanism. The nip transport mechanism with a pair of rollers is widely used in many devices, such as automated teller machines (ATMs), printing machines, etc. In these machines, a sheet is sometimes nipped by two pairs of rollers rotating unequal speed. There are two kinds of the conveyance between rollers with unequal speed, namely, accelerated delivery and decelerated delivery. The sheet attitude during the accelerated delivery and the decelerated delivery can be changed. In this paper, we presumed the parameters that affect the sheet attitude during accelerated delivery. Furthermore, we clarified the influence by observing the sheet attitude in actual transport. As a result, we have found a method to stabilize the sheet attitude during accelerated delivery.
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Pressing roller (P1-L, P1-R) Fig. 1 Diagram of nip transport mechanism. Nip transport mechanism is a method of nipping and carrying sheet under predetermined pressing force by driving roller and pressing roller.
次に，これら紙の姿勢変化に影響を及ぼす搬送パラメータについて，紙の姿勢変化に対する感度を推察する．
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Parameters
Nominal value 3・2 増速受渡し前後における紙の姿勢変化の測定 The sheet was slightly rotated at the holding state (e). When the influence of the downstream roller is large, the sheet was accelerated at the holding state (b). Because it was held by the rollers of the unequal speed and accelerated, the paper attitude greatly changed. When the influence of the upstream roller is large, the sheet was accelerated at the holding state (e). Because it was held by the rollers of the equal speed and accelerated, the sheet attitude slightly changed. 
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